The Arts

Visual Arts

Students are able to participate in a specialist Visual Arts programme at Currambine Primary School.

Visual Arts at Currambine Primary School offers students activities that provide integration and support to other learning areas of the curriculum. Our Art programme creates links and develops awareness of other cultures and our natural and man made environments and includes the evolution of art and artists in a historical context.

Learning is enhanced through working on projects with visiting artists and attending art exhibitions and events.

The programme enables students to develop visual art techniques and skills, it provides access to a wide range of media and engages and encourages students’ creativity, confidence and enjoyment of Art.

Currambine Primary School is recognised with the Joondalup community and education field as being an active supporter and leader within the Visual Arts domain. The school has won awards in local, state and national art competitions.

Currambine Primary School hosts an acclaimed annual Art and Craft exhibition that not only features the work of professional artists but also showcases the artwork of every student attending Currambine Primary School.

Music

The Music program at Currambine Primary School provides a broad range of opportunities for students to engage in the performing arts. Major performances throughout the year include the Crown theatre production, Christmas Carols evening, ANZAC Day service and the pantomime production. Each event serves to show case the talents, skills and confidence of our students as well as to reinforce the school’s strong profile and reputation with in the local community and the broader education community.

The emphasis on performance begins in the music classroom where music activities are designed to encourage and strengthen self confidence and the self esteem of the students. Singing is the principal activity through out the music program, with opportunities for choral performance and solo singing. Students in the junior primary also learn to play tuned and un-tuned percussion instruments, while the middle and upper primary students receive tuition in guitar and recorder playing. The school also has an instrumental music program offering specialist tuition in flute and clarinet.